Ringlike cores of cylindrically confined nematic point defects.
Nematic liquid crystals confined in a cylindrical capillary and subjected to strong homeotropic anchoring conditions is a long-studied fundamental problem that uniquely incorporates nonlinearity, topological stability, defects, and texture physics. The observed and predicted textures that continue to be investigated include escape radial, radial with a line defect, planar polar with two line defects, and periodic array of point defects. This paper presents theory and multiscale simulations of global and fine scale textures of nematic point defects, based on the Landau-de Gennes tensor order parameter equations. The aim of this paper is to further investigate the ringlike nature of point defect cores and its importance on texture transformation mechanisms and stability. The paper shows that the ringlike cores can be oriented either along the cylinder axis or along the radial direction. Axial rings can partially expand but are constrained by the capillary sidewalls. Radial rings can deform into elliptical structures whose major axis is along the capillary axis. The transformation between several families of textures under capillary confinement as well as their stability is discussed in terms of defect ring distortions. A unified view of nematic textures found in the cylindrical cavities is provided.